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"Writing Across the Curriculum: Thinking Made Visible"

Monroe County Community College's WAC Program
Annual Report

by

Dr. John Holladay

"Writing across the curriculum is one of the most complex pedagogical and
curricular reforms that has occurred in the American universities in the past twenty
years. Its evaluation needs to be similarly complex and comprehensive.... Such
evaluations don't always produce neat bar graphs or statistical reports."
(Tori Haring-Smith / Professor, Brown University / 23 March 1990 / Chicago /
Conference on College Composition and Communication: "Evaluating WAC Programs")

Our Evaluation:
I am encouraged by Tori Haring-Smith's comments. I believe we have put together a

complex and comprehensive report. But, as she says, this topic is not easily reduced to
statistics and bar graphs. To be sure, where possible, we have gathered statistics and
presented them as clearly as possible. But the impact of this program goes beyond
numbers. When students and faculty work together to improve thinking, writing, and
communication skills, what takes place is very personal: and our Writing Fellows
provide a personal response at the most appropriate time--while the paper is still being
written. As you will see if you study the results of our end-of-the-semester surveys and
read the anecdotal responses of students and faculty, we have changed the way some
faculty and stadents think about writing. Students are interacting with each other with
respect to writingand in positive ways, not the usual commiseration.

These changes did nor occur overnight, and our work is far from complete. But a solid
foundation exists. I am optimistic about our future.

Background:
MCCC's writing-across-the-curriculum activities began three years ago when we

established a committee made up of faculty members from each division on campus.
During the fall of '87 and the winter of '88, this committee worked to establish a WAC
program that would endure because it served the needs of faculty and students. In the
spring of '88 we had our first WAC workshop: a two-day session led by MSU Professor
Michael Steinberg.
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In the fall of '88 we had several workshops conducted by and for our own faculty, and
we began the WAC newsletter which continues to publish three times each semester.
During the winter semester of '89, MCCC started the Writing Fellows program and
introduced a Writing Center into the Learning Assistance Lab.

The material gathered for this report clearly demonstrates that Monroe County
Community College has an active and productive writing-across-the-curriculum program.
A lot of research and careful preparation have already gone into the establishment of this
program. Many dedicated and hard working faculty and students are now involved in its
success. Its future will depend on the continued commitment of administrators, faculty,
and students of MCCC.

WAC Goals:
Tori Haring-Smith, WAC consultant and founder of Brown University's WAC

program, also suggests in the paper listed at the beginning of this report that when WAC
programs first appeared in the late '70s, they began with basically two goals: 1) shared
responsibility, and 2) the use of writing as a tool for learning.

"We wanted to demonstrate through these programs that writing is a concern for all
faculty in an disciplines, and, therefore, it is a shared responsibiility of the faculty as
a whole. That was the primary concern when we set up WAC programs." Concerning
the second goal, the use of writing as a tool for learning, Haring-Smith says this:
"Writing shoutd be seen as thinking made visible. Students should be engaged in
revisionwhich goes far beyond editing."

MCCC's efforts are addressing both of the issues identified by Haring-Smith. Has
WAC become a shared responsibility among our faculty? Absolutely, but we have
gone one step fartherwe have made it a shared responsibility of faculty and
students. Both are committed to improving the quality of writing and thinking in a wide
variety of courses across the curriculum.

During the period covered in this report (Fall '89 and Winter '90), Writing Fellows

have conducted over 1,500 individualized tutoring sessions--most in the Writing Center
but many others in whatever location could be found when the LAL was not open.
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The variety of c:asses involved has been encouraging--many are in areas that even a
few years ago were not often thought to involve writing: Physics, Music, Nursing,
Chemistry, Logic, Automotive Technology, Alegbra and Trigonometry, Drafting, and

Earth Science--to name only a few.

Concerning the goal of shared responsibility, our efforts have been on target.

Last semester (Winter '90) we had nineteen faculty members working with thirty-five
Writing Fellows in twenty-five courses. These Writing Fellows worked with over five
hundred students in the classes to which they were assigned, and they also spent seventy
hours a week in the Writing Center in the LAL--where they were available to help
students from every course on campus.

To be sure, many faculty are not yet involved--and some never will be. But, unlike
many campuses where interest in WAC starts on a high note and gradually diminishes,
each semester we have had a few more faculty members become involved with WAC.
(I might also add that I have already received an even wider range of requests for Writing
Fellows next fall--more than we will be able to supply. Nevertheless, th, ..e who will not

have a Writing Fellow assigned to their class will still be able to send students to work
with Writing Fellows in thc Writing Center.)

The second goal of WAC is to encourage the use of writing as a learning tool.

Concerning this goal, Haring-Smith says: "Students should be engaged in revision--
which goes far beyond editing." Clearly, our students are doing more revision and
more thoughtful revision than ever before. In the classes to which Writing Fellows are

assigned, every major writing assignment must go through at least two drafts: the first
draft is reviewed by the Writing Fellow, who then discusses it with the student. It is then

attached to a second draft--both of which are submitted to the professor.

Making clear the difference between revision and editing is one of the most difficult

tasks faced by anyone trying to operate a Writing Center. In the past, most students, if

they went to the LAL at all, were looking for a quick fix, an editor who would correct the
mechanical and grammatical mistakes. In fact, even administrators and faculty often
think of Writing Centers as places for remedial workdevelopmental centers for poor

writers. We are working to change that perception. Our Writing Fellows work with
every student in class to demonstrate that revision is an integral part of writing for
ail writers, and it is not a punishment meted out to poor writers.
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The focus in our Writing Center and in the training of our Writing Fellows is on
revision: thinking about and trying to correct high-order problems first--following the
assignment carefully, demonstrating thoroughness and clarity of thought, providing
accurate, adequate, and appropriate support for one's conclusions. Only after these issues
have been addressed does. the Writing Fellow begin to deal with issues of editing. As a
result, more critical thinking is taking place on every formal writing assignment.

Questions about WAC at MCCC:

Who benefits from this approach? STUDENTS BENEFIT.
We must not underestimate the intelligence and insight of our students.
The students benefit, and they know they do. (See their responses on pages 10-17.)
Students benefit from receiving guidance, encouragement, and positive feedback when
it matters most to them--before their work is submitted for a grade.
Students benefit from the personal contact, from the assurance that help is available, that
someone does care and will take the time to work with them. This is especially critical to
those who are being asked to write their first paper in the disciplines. Some have not yet
even had their first composition class, and they don't know where to begin. Help for
these students has not always been available, and they are extremely grateful for the
guidance they receive.

Students benefit from being required to get on task sooner. They are not permitted to
wait until the last possible minute to begin the major writing assignments. Even though a
few find this irksome, the overwhelming majority realize the need to organize their time
more efficiently. They also perceive the faculty member as being more organized. If the
faculty member has laid the groundwork carefully, working with the Writing Fellows
becomes one more good thing about a good class and a good learning experience.

FACULTY BENEFIT. Faculty appreciate the results of working with Writing Fellows.
(See their comments on pages 18-20.)
Faculty working with Writing Fellows no longer have to read and grade first drafts
hurriedly thrown together at the last minute. Faculty appreciate the fact that their
students are on task sooner.

Faculty often admit this has required more of them. They must define their expectations
more clearly. They must establish better time lines for first and second drafts. Yet the
improved quality of student work makes the extra effort worthwhile.
The finished papers are easier to read and grade. Faculty feel less need to teach writing
and can concentrate more on subject matter.

a
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WRITING FELLOWS BENEFIT.

Since we learn best what we must teach to someone else, the Writing Fellows benefit
more than anyone. They improve their own writing and their interpersonal
cornmunication skills.

They learn to deal with all sorts of people and all sorts of problems.
They are proud and gratified when students respond positively to their guidance. They
also learn when then they have to deal with the occasional student who is reluctant to
write or revise.

They have a pocition of honor among students and faculty.

They appreciate the opportunity to work closely with faculty.
Writing Fellows benefit from the opportunity to take a number of papers home and read
and write written responses before meeting to discuss the papers. On other campuses
with writing centers, the tutors usually have to read and respond immediately. TLey have
less time to prepare a considered response.
Writing Fellows have much more training than most writing center tutors. Each Writing
Fellow must complete 254 Advanced Composition--where they read several books about
writing and the tutoring of writing, and where they have the opportunity to practice their
tutoring skills.

Thus, quality and quantity are served by this approach: the quality of training is
improved, and the quantity of students served has grown rapidly because it is now a
required part of many classes.

General Observations on MCCC's WAC Program:

Faculty and students are aware of WAC on our campus. Unlike many campuses,
three years has not diminished the importance of WAC on this campus. Because of the
Writing Fellows, the Writing Center, the WAC newsletter, and faculty luncheons where
we discuss thesc issues, writing-across-the-curriculum is not a "buzz word" that has
come and gone. Writing-to-learn is now a part of how many of us teach.

Though we are not there yet, we are a lot closer to the day when students cannot
help but perceive that writing is spread across the curriculum and is inescapable.
More writing, more revising, and more critical thinking are now taking place in courses
across the curriculum. Quantity and quality are both being served by MCCC's WAC
program. With the continued support of faculty, students, and administrators, WAC will
play an ever increasing role in learning at Monroe County Community College.
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LAL Frequency Use Data / Winter 1986--Winter 1990

Winter 1986 MCCC Enrollment 2,539
Total LAL Visits = 907

Total Tutor Sessions = 609

Fall 1986 MCCC Enrollment 2,992
Total LAL Visits = 759

Total Tutor Sessions = 475

Winter 1987 MCCC Enrollment 2,739
Total LAL Visits = 970

Total Tutor Sessions = 526

Fall 1987 MCCC Enrollment 3,120
Total LAL Visits = 1531

Total Tutor Sessions = 830

Winter 1988 MCCC Enrollment 2,770
Total LAL Visits = 1414

Total Tutor Sessions = 873

Fall 1988 MCCC Enrollment 3,118
Total LAL Visits = 2029

Total Tutor Sessions 938

Winter 1989 MCCC Enrollment 2,843
Total LAL Visits = 2234

Total Tutor Sessions = 1244 (Writing Center = 475)

Fall 1989 MCCC Enrollment 3,261
Total LAL Visits = 2481

Total Tutor Sessions = 1434 imiting Center = 563)

Winter 1990 MCCC Enrollment 2,950
Total LAL Visits = 2896

Total Tutor Sessions = 1937 (Writing Center = 927)
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The chart of the preceding page reveals that even though MCCC enrollment has not
grown dramatically in the past four years, student use of the LAL has increased
dramatically.

For example, MCCC enrollment for the fall semester of 1986 was 2,992. The LAL
was beginning its third year of operation.
Total LAL visits that semester were 759.
Tutor sessions were 475.

During the most recent semester, winter 1990, MCCC enrollment was actually lower
than in the fali of 1986: 2,950.
Nevertheless, even with forty-two fewer students attending MCCC than during the fall of
1986, total LAL visits during the winter 1990 semester were up nearly 382 percent--
2896 visits (compared to 759 in 1986).

The total tutor sessions during the winter 1990 semester were also up dramatically:
408 percent--1,937 tutor sessions (compared to 475 in 1986).
In fact, we had more Writing Center tutor sessions last semester (927) than the total
LAL visits (759) during the fall of 1986.

As recently as the fall semester of 1988the semester be;ore the introduction of the
Writing Center in the LAL--total tutor sessions were 938. Only three semesters tater,
winter 1990, with 168 fewer students on campus than in the fall of 1988, the entire
LAL had almost 1,000 more tutor sessions: 1,937.

That is impressive growth in less than five years.

A number of factors have no doubt contributed to this rapid growth. Clearly one very
important factor is the inmoduction of The Writing Center and Writing Fellows in the
winter semester 1989.

For a more detailed analysis of this information and of our end-of -the-semester
evaluations by faculty and student-writers, please examine the data on the following
pages.

1 1
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Monroe County Community College
Fall 1989 and Winter 1990
Writing Fellows Program Survey

Part One: Writing Center in the Learning Assistance Lab

The addition of the Writing Fellows has had a significant impact on activity in the LAL
during the past three semesters.

During the winter semester of 1988 and the fall of 1988, the two semester before
I A I I

totaled 3.38i (Winter '88 = 1352 / Fall '88 = 2029).

, student visits to the LAL

During the winter semester of 1989 and the fall of 1989, the first two semesters of the
Writing Fellows presence in the Writing Center in the LAL, students visits to the
LAL totaled 4.840 (Winter '89 =.2.3.52 / Fall '90 = Mt).

These are some revealing numbers. They are especially revealing when you consider the
fact that our student population has not grown significantly for several years. During
two scmesters when our enrollment had very little growth, use of the LAL grew by
1459 students--ap increase_of over 43%.

If we compare the latest semester, winter 1990, to the winter of 1988, we see an even
more remarkable growth. Student visits to the LAL during the winter of 1988 totaled
1252. Student visits to the LAL during the winter of 1990 totaled Zalfi. That rreans
that LAL use this winter was 114% greater than two winters ago.

The Writing Center cannot claim credit for all of this growih, but the arrival of the
Writing Fellows and rapid growth of the LAL are clearly related.

Prior to the use of Writing Fellows, LAL tutors only infrequently worked with writing. It
was not even a category on their frequency charts. Consider the chang1 that has occurred
in the past three semesters.
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These are the total student visits to the Writing Center in the LAL during

the three semesters it has been in operation:

Winter 1989 = 475 / Fat) 1989 = 563 / V, inter 1990 = 927

As you can see, in an area where we did almost no tutoring three ytais ago, we had

222 sessions this winter.

Consider also the training of the writing tutors. Two years ago, if students did tutor
other students' writing in the LAL, the tutors had almost no special training in this very

diflicult task. This is no longer the case. All or the tutors in the Writing Center are now

taking or have completed a one semester course which prepares them to do this job and to

do it well--254 Advanced Composition.

The winter 1990 smester also saw a new outreach to our Writing Center. Two
W-iting Fellows made drmselves available for tutoring at the South Center in Bedford,

and they recorded sixteen tutoring sessions. This is small but significant service to

students at the South Center--and one greatly appreciated by those who took advantage of

the service.

The Writing Center will almost certainly continue to have a positive influence on
LAL use. Students in coursc lich require the use of Writing Fellows will most often
meet with their Writing Fellow in the LAL. As they do this, these students are

discovering how much they can benefit from the LAL's services. For these students, thc

LAL is no longer a mysterious and misunderstood place. Many of these students will

return for help with other courses.

We should also note that even th.rugh the LAL frequency use data shows that the
Writing Fellows held a remarkable 927 sessions in only 15 weeks, these were not all

the sessions they held. Since the LAL is very often closed when students needed to

hold sessions, a significant number of sessions were held in the library, the halls, the

cafeteria, and the parking lots. A few students even went to the Writing Fellows' homes

to have their sessions. In addition, several students who could not find a suitable time or

place to meet with their Writing Fellows held conferences over the phone.

In short, the Writing Fellows are a very dedicated and flexible group of students. They

know their work is important, and they find ways to get the job done. Read on and
you will see how their fellow students .,valuate the performance of the Writing Fellows.

1 L;



Fart Two; Evaluation of the Program by Students
Who Worked with Writing Fellows: Winter 1990
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During the winter semester 1990, twenty-five MCCC classes (up from twenty-one classes
in the winter of 1989) in a variety of disciplines had Writing Fellows assigned to assist
their fellow students with all major writing assignments. At the end of the semester,
students in twenty-four of these classes completed a survey designed to evaluate their
experiences with the Writing Fellows.

Evaluations were compkted by 364 students in these 24 classes. Not all students who
worked with Writing Fellows were in class on the days the evaluations were distributed,
and some students did not respond in all categories. Nevertheless, this is a very large and
representative sample of those who worked with Writing Fellows during the winter 1990
semester. The results are listed below.

1) How helpful were the written comments on your paper?

Last winter ('89) an encouraging 76% of the students responded in the top two
categories: very helpful and helpful. This winter ('90) an even more encouraging 88%
of the students responded in the top two categories.

47% Very Helpful (172

41% Helpful (147
11% Marginally Helpful (41

1% Not Helpful (4

of 364)
of 364)
of 364)
of 364)

2) How helpful were your conferences with Writing Fellows?

(A higher percentage of students managed to attend conferences this winter. In the
winter of '89, 227 of 254 students attended conferences. This winter, 360 of the 364
students who filled ou, the questionnaire said they attended conterences.)

We are exounged to learn that 84% of the students who could arrange conferences
with their Writing Fellows felt the conferences were helpful or very helpful--up from
76% in the winter '89 semester.

43% Very Helpful (157

41% Helpful (146

13% Marginally Helpful (47

3% Not Helpful (10

of 360)
of 3C9)
of 360)
of 360)
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In the winter '89 semester, 79% of the students in classes with Writing Fellows found the
work of their Writing Fellows to be effective or very effective.
This year, the winter '90 semester, 88% of the students in classes with Writing Fellows
found the work of their Writing Fellows to be effective (36%) or very effective (52%).

Although we will work for an even higher rating, these numbers clearly demonsmate a

very strong endorsement of the Writing Fellows' efforts,

52% Very Effective (183 of 355)
36% Effective (127 of 355)
11% Marginally Effective (41 of 355)
1% Unsatisfactory (4 of 355)

4) I II 1 A I IA tll
Writing Center and the Writing Fellows in general).

This is the most favorable response of all. For the first time, the effective and very
effective ratings combine for a better than 90% approval. Last year's response was good
(78%), but we are quite pleased to know that 91% of our students believe our program is
effective (42%) or very effective (49%).
The biggest improvement over last year was in the highest category. Last year 28% of
our students g.e the program an overall rating of very effective. This year, that same
category received a 49% approval rating.

9% Very Effective (172 of 355)
42% Effective (150 of 355)

Marginally Useful (32 of 355)
% Unsatisfactory (1 of 355)

1 5
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Evaluation of the Nrififigiellelaaeeram
Fall 19t2

During the fall semester 1989, thirteen MCCC classes had Writing Fellows assigned to
assist their fellow students with all major writing assignments. At the end of the
semester, students in these classes completed a survey designed to evaluate their
experiences with the Writing Fellows. Eleven of the thirteen classes filled out the survey.
The results are listed below.

1) How helpful were the written comments on your paper?

41%
46%
13%

less than 1%

Very Helpful
Helpful
Marginally Helpful
Not Helpful

(67 of 165)

(76 of 165)
(21 of 165)
(1 of 165)

2) How helpful were ycur conferences with Writing Fellows?
(A few were unable to arrange conferences and had to rely on written comments.)

42%

45%

13%

less than 1%

Very Helpful
Helpful
Marginally Helpful
Not Helpful

t eu

(61 of 148)

(67 of 148)
(19 of 148)
(1 of 148)



3) Check your overall rating of the Writing Fellows with whom you
worked,

43%
47%
9%
less than 1%

Very Helpful
Helpful
Marginally Helpful
Not Helpful

(70 of 161)
(76 of !61)
(14 of 161)
(1 of 161)

4) Check your overall rating of the Writing Fellows Program (the
Writing Center and the Writing Fellows in general).

40%
53%
7%
less than 1%

Very Helpful
Helpful
Marginally Helpful
Not Helpful

17

(62 of 157)
(83 of 157)
(11 of 157)
(1 of 157)

-13-
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Writing Fellow Evaluations;
A Sample of Student Responses

"I never would have seen a Fellow if it would not have been required because I have a
hard time asking for help. However, I found that my papers were dramatically improved
because of the helpful Writing Fellows."

"I have been here for a few years and was honestly afraid to go to the LAL, but now
I tell everyone that the LAL is gold. My Writing Fellow sat down and took me
through the paper step by step."

"She encouraged me . She made me feel good about the work I had done."

"I think this should continue. My Writing Fellow was very helpful, patient, and willing
to work me into her schedule. Keep up the gocd work!"

"I like the fact that we are shown what is wrong and how to improve our work
before we are graded."

"She made me feel extremely comfortable discussing the paper with her."

"She went through every part of the paper with care. Good Job!"

"She really worked with me on my paper."

"More classes should require it because many people are not motivated enough to
seek help on their own."

"He took the time to make sure his comments were understood. This was a very positive
experience."

"It is well organized."

"She helped me very much--made herself available to phone calls and unscheduled
visits."

"Even though it was very hard to do, I feel it was important to do, and I appreciated
the Writing Fellows' help."

1 I
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"I think this program is a great help to the students at MCCC. Although it is an
inconvenience, it helped in the long run."

"Exactly what I needed--she helped me by showing what I understood but need to

ciarify."

"She was very helpful. I would love to have her help again."

"I thought everything was great. Don't change a thing."

"I worked with two Writing Fellows who were not assNoed to my class, and they

took their own time to help me."

"I have had many useful encounters with the Writing Fellows. It is an exceptional

program."

"She explained everything very thoroughly and took a lot of time with me."

"He was very helpful, and my second visit using the phone helped me with my busy
schedule."

"The program was helpful and a great benefit to my studies. This program lets me
get the most for my tuition dollars."

"This was very helpful for me. It made me get my paper written earlier. I didn't wait

until the last minute as I usually do."

"My Writing Fellow is tough, but she really knows her stuff. Keep up the good
work. This is an important program. I wrote six papers this semester. I'm burned
out, but I am a better writer for it. THANKS!"

"This is a priceless service. A one-to-one conference is very effective in producing an

excellent paper."

"She is a great Writing Fellow. She went out of her way to help people, and her

comments were helpful."

1 S
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"Great Program: Writing Fellows give you a chance to correct errors before the
instructor does."

"I'd view the Writing Fellows as a definite success, but people have to remember
you can only get out of the writing what you put in."

"I would go in feeling very nervous about the writing I was doing, but she always
ntassured me."

"She made good comments, and it was easy to take criticism from her."

"She was veiy good. She took a great deal of time explaining what was wrong and trying
to help me correct it."

"She was great. She had confidence and patience and was well informed."

"She went out of her way to meet with me after I missed my appointment."

"My papers were a confused mess of ideas, but his suggestions helped my papers
make sense! He was extremely helpful and genuinely interested in my success."

"Sometimes you can read a paper three or four times and still not catch the mistakes
others would catch."

"The program is great! I always benefit from seeing a Writing Fellow.
Thank God for Writing Fellows!"

"I think that it is a fantastic idea. You feel much more confident when you turn in your
paper. 9 9

"I hope the college I transfer to has a program like this. I want it to continue."

"They were both very helpful and comfortable to be with. They made time for more help
at odd times."

"This is the second course where I have had this Writing Fellow. Her help was valuable.
I like the fact that she had hours here at the South Center. I took advantage of this."

"Two heads are better than one--nc matter how good you think your work is."
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"Writing Fellows are very helpful in constructive critici:m. They not only point out weak

areas but also strong points."

"She was very nice and spent a LOT of time with me. She showed genuine concern
with helping me."

"The Fellows were very supportive and helped improve the quality of my paper

immensely. Good job. Keep the program!"

"She was able to give me ideas without criticizing me in a negative way."

"This has got to be the best idea in years for benefit of students. Teachers simply do
not have the time to spend with each individua! student on the problems there might
be on a paper. I hope Sienna Heights students will have benefit of this program."

Writing Fellow Evaluations:
A Sample of Student Suggestions

"Instructors should explain the program and procedures more completely. Some
students still seem to be confused about the nature, purpose, and specifics of this
program."

"Sometimes they need to be more critical."

"Some people never took a writing course, and I felt papers unnecessary in a two credit

course."

"I think they should be elective, not required."

"The Writing Fellows were excellent, but instructors need to make the Writing Fellows
more aware of exactly what an A paper should contain."

"It would be more helpful if the WF had already taken the class so they are more familiar

with the assignments."

"It is a great program, but it needs more publicity. Make more people aware that
this program exists."
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Part Three;
Evaluation of the Program by Faculty Who Worked with Writing Fellows

Eighteen of the twenty faculty members who were assigned Writing Fellows during the
winter 1990 semester completed an end-of-the-semester survey.

The following is a composite of their responses:

Will You Be Willing to Have Writing Fellows in a Subsequent Semester,
If They Are Available?

Yes IS No 0
(Even those who had not found time to fill out the forms, verbally indicated an eagerness to
continue with Writing Fellows in the future.)

Faculty Observations about Their Writing Fellows
and the Writing Fellow Program

"In the past the paper quality was equal to the rough-draft stage. Now it is a joy to read
these papers. I still made suggestions and changes, but they were fewer by 80% to 90%.
The improvement was like night and day."

"The students put a lot more time and effort into their papers now. They start sooner and
revise more thoroughly. They seem more genuinely concerned than in the pastperhaps
because of the Writing Fellows' genuine concern. It rubs off."

"The Writing Fellows had a warm and caring approach. Always made arrangements to
see students on two occasions if needed."

"The presence of the Writing Fellows is a clear statement that we regard good writing highly
in this class."

"I love the program and was really unhappy when I thought I had not been assigned any
Writing Fellows this winter. I was happy when I was lucky enough to get two. Their
comments on student papers were extremely thorough and intelligent. They went above
and beyond."

4) r)
4., ...
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"I wish this type of program had been around in my college days. Thanks for the
opportunity to work with the Writing Fellows. It is a SLUE program."

"The poorest writers were helped a great deal."

"Because of the Writing Fellows, students' apprehensions were eased."

"My students now have a more positive attitude about written communication and its effects

in employment situations."

"EithaulikciailinghllamilmuldkanimaignificauLzritingiasignments, With the
Writing Fellows I follow my deadlines more carefully, and I can see that it makes the

learners more confident."

"Careful positive evaluations were written for each student. Often she included handouts
to assist students with MLA format, punctuation. A really fine job!"

"There was a definite improvement from first to second draft. A couple of the weaker
students were `saved' by her assistance."

"It took less time to grade. Many of the original problems had been corrected by the time I
received them for grading. I also found that the assignment was more specific as a result of
working with the Fellow--which made the evaluadon easier. I was more positive in my
responses because the papers were more satisfying to read."

"I appreciate the fact that the Fellows were very flexible to my calender changes."

"She did a good job of presenting the program to the class. She was very poised and relaxed

in front of the class."

"It improves writing and thinking: ming and the students'."

"Keep it going. It's the best thing to happen around hereEVER!"

4
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Things Faculty Plan To Do Differently When They Do This Again

"I need to explain my expectations for papers more carefully, so I need to meet with the
Writing Fellow more often."

"I will have the students discuss their knowledge of correct citation procedure. I would also
emphasize that the students should not take out their frustrations with the assignment
on the Writing Fellow."

"I will give better directions and explain the grading scale more clearly."

"T. will try to get Writing Fellows who have taken my class. It will help if they know more
about the instructor and the assignments."

"I will include more specific guidelines, and I will have the WF give a short presentation
on MLA style prior to the paper."

"Perhaps we can prepare a slick folded pamphlet to give to the students: with quotes from
professors and Writing Fellows."

"I need to set specific deadlines sooner. I will require first drafts to be typed."

"I will meet with the WF earlier and more to provide better insight into elements of
papers in this discipline."
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Part Four;
Evaluation of the Program by the Writing Fellows

The Writing Fellows have been extremely busy. This is especially true during the
semester they take 254 Advanced Composition. During the fall and winter semesters,
each Writing Fellow spends two hours a week in the Writing Center in the LAL. Word
of the Writing Fellows availability must be spreading because the number of drop-in
tutoring sessions increased significantly this year. The winter '88 semester saw very

little tutoring of writing in the LAL. The following winter, with the introduction of
Writing Fellows to the Writing Center in the LAL, writing sessions grew to 475.
This winter ('90), the number of writing sessions leaped to 927.

In addition to their work in the LAL, each Writing Fellow is assigned to work with a
particular class across the curriculum. During the most recent semester (winter
Writing Fellows worked with the first drafts of all major writing assignments in twenty-
five classes. These included courses in anthropology, sociology, physics, children's
literature, music for classroom teachers, education, nursing, respiratory therapy, speech,
organic chemistry, logic, philosophy, secretarial procedures, automotive instnimentation,
juvenile delinquency, algebra and trigonometry, marriage and family, drafting, and earth
science.

In spite of the long hours, hard work, and little pay, when given the opportunity te
evaluate their semester, the Writing Fellow expressed a sense of pride in their
accomplishments. The Writing Fellows know they are gaining valuable experience.
Perhaps the most significant statistics arc these:
1) We have had fifty students take 254 Advanced Composition--the course during

which they begin their work as Writing Fellows. Forty-nine students have
successfully completed the course. (One found it necessary to drop because of medical

problems.)

2) lagELWriting Fellow who plans to return to MCCC nex` fall has also
volunteered to work as a Writing Fellow next fall.

The following quotes from a few of their evaluations express very clearly the positive

feeling the Writing Fellows have toward MCCC and its Writing Fellow approach to
Writing-to-Learn and Writing-Across-the-Curriculum:



"The professor was extremely thoughtful and courteous to work with. She also ditf my

ego a tremendous amount of good. She is such a gracious and giving person that she
makes me feel that I am just about the best at what I do as a Writing Fellow."

"I am glad I had the experience of being a Writing Fellow. My writing has improved,
and I am just happy to be able to help others. I am going to miss it next year--maybe

Michigan State will need Writing Fellows in the future. I hope so!"

"The Writing Fellow program has been one of the biggest plusses of my experiences
and time spent at MCCC. It has enhanced my education; improved, strengthened, and
personalized my relationships with faculty members and other students; rewarded me
with some very dear friends; challenged me to open doors that would have remained

unopened; and taught me a multitude of skills applicable to many different life
circumstances. I am very proud and happy to a Writing Fellow."

"I can hardly believe this is my last semester as a Writing Fellow! This has truly been
the most rewarding experience in my college career. Besides improving my own
writing skills and meeting dozens of new friends, I have had the opportunity to develop
personal relationships with professors for whom I have a great deal of respect. The
wonderful feeling of satisfaction I had each time I lellowed' another student's writing is
something I will miss."

"The Writing Fellows program has given me confidence as I tend to be a wellspring
of self-doubt. I tend to get Ala from my instructors. What I want is Ala from my
peers. The program has helped me interact with fellow students. When they return of

their own volition, I know they have accepted me and my talent. This is the greatest
compliment. My most treasured quote is from a gentleman who said, 'I hope the word
doesn't get around that you are here because you are my secret weapon."

"I can honestly equate Fel lowing to a good wine. It just gets better with age!"

"This has been a very special class. I have learned so much about writing, teaching,
and myself."

"I want to tell you how glad I am that I took this class. At the beginning I was not sure if

I could handle it, but now I know that I can. I almost wish I could take the class again."

0 0
4.. U
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"This class has certainly been the greatest learning experience I have ever had since
starting school. Everyone I have talked to wishes this program success."

"This has been a very rewarding experience, and if I were asked the following question:

'If you had it to do over again, would you?' --I would answer YES without hesitation."

"One student embarrassed me by the way he kept telling me how much I helped him
and taught him--but it also felt good."

"These students had me flying higher than a kite by the time our sessions were over. I am

ecstatic. There is hope for America--I have witnessed it. If thcse young mcn keep their

dreams alive, there is no limit to what they can accomplish."

"Proud and glad--that is how I feel about being a Writing Fellow. I am proud of
myself for being able to achieve in class and proud to be acquainted with all the other
Writing Fellows. My heart and mind are glad, happy, even ecstatic, that I can help
others and I learn in the process. How mrch better can it get!"

"Please see that the program continues. Your biggest asset is the group of Writing
Fellows. We can attest to the goodness of the program. We can be your spokesmen.
Not everyone is good at everything. Some need help. Isn't that what learning and
life are both about--sharing knowledge."

"Being a Writing Fellow is an honor. Tutoring produced anxiety, but it also produced
results. New friends came into my life because of this program. THANK YOU
VERY MUCH!"

"Thanks for letting me be a Writing Fellow. As I have said before, this has been the
highlight of my college education thus far. I do hope to take part in this program next

fall and wiuter."
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WRITING FELLOWS AND WRITING CENTER IN THE LAL TO CONTINUE

Monroe County Community College is now in the second semester of its
Wr,ting Fellows Program. Of the twenty-five students who took 254 Advanced
Composition and served as writing tutors last semester, nine have
transferred to other schools, and sixteen have returned to MCCC this fall.
I am pleased to be able to report that all sixteen of our returning Writing
Fellows have agreed to work with us again this semester.

Last semester LAL use was up 67% over the previous winter (945 more
tutoring sessions). Part of this increase can be attributed to the
develupment of the Writing Center in the LAL. During the winter semester,
the LAL had 485 tutoring sessions devoted to writing. And we could have
hanHled more, but most students will not seek help with their writing until
it is too late--after their work has been graded.

Please encourage your students to visit the Writing Center in the LAL
and to do it before you evaluate the final draft. Page three of this
newsletter includes a list of the hours each writing tutor .i. in the
Writing Center. I have included a sample of the Writing Center reference
form on the back page of this newsletter. You can make copies tor your own
use, or send me a note and I will see that you get extra copies.

Encourage your students to visit the Writing Center in the LAL. This
is not just a service for students "at risk." We can all use a sympathetic
reader, and, best of all, your students will receive assistance before it
is too late--when they can still revise their early efforts, clarify their
thinking, and improve their writing.

We need your help. As you 'now, if we do not use this service, we
will soon lose it.

I would also li:'e to encourage all faculty members to consider
volunteering for an hour or two each week in the LAL. Several of us have
done this in the past and are continuing to do so. It can be a rewarding
and enlightening experience for our students and ourselves. You can help
with any subject you feel comfortable tutoring. And, if you wish to put a
note on your office door directing your students to the LAL, you may spend
this time during your ofiice hours.

Have a great semester. Write On'

t) c
4.....)
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MONROE COVNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
WRITING FELLOWS CLASS ASSIGNMENTS
FOR
FALL 1989

COURSE TIME & DAYS FACULTY WRITING FELLOWS

251 Organic Chemistry T.Th./5:30-7 Hileman Masserant

152 Anthropology M.W.F./10-11 DeVries Flood/Gonyea

201 Electronic Office M.W.F./10-12 Evangelinos Faunt
Procedures

152 W. Philosophy T. Th/9:30-11 Holladay Masserant/Curtie

251 SS & Novel M.W.F./11-12 Holladay Low/Sampson

256 Children's Lit. T.Th./11-12:30 Merkel Voss/Graves

151 Speech T.Th./11-12:30 Leach Littrell/Graves

151 Sociology T.Th/7:45-9:10 Moyer Watkins
(Bedford)

151 Sociology M.W./5:35-7:00 Moyer Moyer
(Jefferson)

151 History W. Civ. M.W./5:35-7:00 Havrilsak Wenzel/Faunt

251 Botany M.W.F./11-12:00 Howe Longton

251 Physics M.W.Th.F./1-2 Spalding Mowen

151 Education Tues./2-3:30 Brewer Leathers

**********************************
THIRTEEN CLASSES / SIXTEEN WRITING FELLOWS
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES / FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME FACULTY
ALL THREE CAMPUSES / THREE DEPARTMENTS:
HUMANITIES/SOCIAL SCIENCES
MATH/SCIENCES
BUSINESS

**********************************

WRITING FELLOWS FOR FALL 1989
1) Don Curtis 2) Peggy Faunt 3) Edna Flood 4) Hollie Gonyea 5) Dawn Graves
6) Kristin Leathers 7) Charlene Littrell 8) Margaret Longton 9) Sarah Low
10) Michelle Masserant 11) Rachael Mowen 12) Eugene Moyer 13) Steve SxImpson
14) RoseMarie Voss 15) Patricia Watkins 16) Wendy Wenzel

29
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Learning Assistance Lab

PsearUtorIng
What the Writing Center Is:

4 An Individualized service available to all MCCC students
We zutor writing for every course on campus. You need NOT be enrolled in
(om)osition course in order to work with a tutor to improve your writing.

What the Wilting Centel Is Nor.

4 We are not a sei,iie Ilmi'ed to poor students: we help good students get

b.Ater, and we help stodentq get stronger.

We are not a proofreading or editing service.
We are staffed with writing tutors who are trained to help you develop

iontidence i skill in writing. hut they are not permitted to "fix"
papers for iou. rhev will gladly help you learn to "fix" your own papers.

What the Writing Center Offers:
in writing we car:
+ Diagnose weaknesses andStrengths In you writing skills.
+ Arrange one-on-one tutoring on a regular weekly basis, or we can help

with a particular assignment.

rhe I A.I . Is open d.ring

these hours

Monda 9:30a.m.

luesday 9:30a.m.

Wednesday 9:30a.m.

Thursday 9:30a.m.

Friday 9:30a.m.

Saturday 9:00a.m.

- 7:00p.m.

7:00p.m.

4:00p.m.

- 4:00p.m.

I2:30p.m.

I:00p.m.

Writing tutors are not always available
so call ahead to make an appointment.

WRITING CENTER IN THE LEARNING ASSISTANCE LAE
11L1111112_1111111t1L_HograL.Z_La1l__1111

11130-1000

10800-11800

11100-120u

12800- 1100

1800- 2800

2800- 3800

yr SI

We are ready to help with every
stage of the writing process:
Outlines, Rough Drafts, Revisions

Brainstorming

Word processors are available for
Student use.

Located in the Campbell Learning
Resource Center, L-218
(313) 242-7300, extension 278
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NY 112
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Referral Form
for the

Writing Center in the Learning Assistance Lab
Monroe County Community College

DATE
Instructor: PLEASE ATTACH THIS FORM TO THE STUDENT'S THEME, If
appropriate.

I am referring to the LAL/WrItIng
Center for assistauce with the writing skills noted below:

(Course Instructo-)
************************************************************.*********
STUDENT: You may bring this form to the LAL (second floor of the
LRC). Someone may be available to work with you, but you would be
wise to call ahead and make an appointment (242-7300 ext. 278).
**********************************************************************

Date

Instructor Student

Your student came to the LAL/Wrlting Center today. We worked in
the following way:

31
(Writing Consultant)

************#q*****f********#****0*********************************
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NEWSLETTER OF THE MONROE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM

Guest Editorial: Writing to Learn
by Larry Levy / Delta College

Midland, Michigan
Professor Levy has won an award for creative change
at Delta College. He describes below some of the
changes he helped bring to Delta College, and he tells
why these changes are so critical to learning in every
discipline. We thank him for granting us permission
to reprint this article.

The leacher enters the class-
room, striding to the podium and
arranging the oession'e lecture
metes. IltuCents open their note-
boks and copy the teacher's
werde. For the next 50 minutes
tils teacher's voice holds forth
widle the students' pens scratch
away On paper.

Bound familiar? This scene
probably describes many typicsl
junior high, high school and col-
lege classroom experiences. I
know it describes a large part of
mine. And so whet? This scene is
repeated so regularly that few
question its validity.

But teachers and students
should question the routinely pee-
d., role students play in their
classrooms. Go into many a class-
room from seventh grade on up
and note how language works:
When do students write more
than tile words the teacher pro-
vides? How does the teacher know
what students an hearing and,
moreover, what they are learn-
ing? And, except at quiz or test
time, when will the teacher find
out?

The teacher could find out dur-
ing every session. Then are other
ways to teach and learn than by
lecturihg, and these ways involve
a shift in the role language func-
tions. In another classroom the
teacher asks students to lake out

sheet of paper and for the first
few minutes describe the most im-
portant idea in that day's reading
sasignment. In another class, the
tracher intern* an economics
Ltr.txre by asking students to solve

supply-and-demand problem. In
third room the teacher ends a

biology lecture by asking students
le trace bite of hamburg through
the digestive system.

Where happening hero? Yes,
the teachers are still lecturing,
but clearly they are doing more
Uwe talking to the blackboard.
Ton. the ancients ars writing, but
not nerely parroting words or fill-
iat la blanks with memorize('

terms. For change they ere own-
ing rather than renting the lan-
guage of the classroom. For
change they ere applying theory
and thinking creatively.

What's hajpening I. neither ex-
pensive nor difficult. Commonly
called 'writing across the curricu-
lum' or, as some educators ,prefer,
`writing to learn,' it I. nWther a
fad nor gimmick, but philos-
phy of education which regularly
uses writing particularly infor-
mal types like 'free writes,' jour-
nals, and logbooks to pt:Imote
learning.

Informal writing like speak-
ing, reeding, and listening is
available to teachers of all. sub-
jects. During the last few years I
have met many teachers who
understand this. A geology
teacher began his course by ask-
ing student. to write three things
that have nothin; to do with geol-
ogy, then demonstrated how
whatever they wrote connected to
geology. A pencil? Consider the,
graphite. The plant on the win-
dow eill? Consider the roil com-
position. His students kept jour-
nals recording their growing
awareness of geology in their lives
outside the classroom. At the end
of the semester over Erpercent of
his students, who were at first
quite akeptical, confirmed the
value of the journal to their learn-
ing of geology.

A marketing teacher pooed
problem: how to sell a new sat

arink. After several minutes of
writing, students volunteered
their hunches, the teacher record-
ing them on the board. Afterwards
she added DOM of her own ideas
to the list.

An automotive technology
teacher role-played the part or
customer whose car wasn't start-
ing. Describing his problem, lie
gave students five minutes to list
questions they might ask. After
answering questions, students
analysed what they believe they
learned and what problem they
suppoeed the car had.

At Delta College, now in the
second year of implementing an
ell-college 'writing to learn' pol-
icy, over 100 full and part-time
teachers from every division have
proposed ways to promote student
learning through the uee of writ-
ing. Survey, of students and fa-
culty have already shown tre-
mendous support Nearly 90 per-
cent of 750 students surveyed last
year agreed that the writing com-
ponent in their courses did indeed
promote their learning.

Many colleges and school sys-
tems amend the metiers and
abroad an Meg likewise, includ-
ing the Miami Public &heels.
Lest year the board elf education
approved system-wide commit-
ment to wrlibuto learn.' It is a
decision. every Midland beerier
and etudent Assad applaud.

2 For leachers, writing eon pro-
" 'vide ways to enpge every student

simultaneous) in the lesson et



hand. Writing can be an effective
way to introduce, interrupt or
dose lecture. Writing can be
way to discover whet students ere
learning, wondering about, con-
fused by. Writing can balance rote
memory work by providing fre-
quent, even daily, opportunities
for pmblem salving end creative
thought. Moreover, writing also
unites teachers of kindergarten
through college, of algebr
through zoology, around the com-
mon theme of effective teaching
and learning. Workshops devoted
to 'writing to learn' generate
kind of intense teacher-to-teacher
shop talk too often reserved for
lunch or car pools.

For students, writing provides
an opportunity to rehearse
thoughts and feelings before the
graded performance in much
the same way that athletes and
actors rehearee before the big
game or opening night. Writing
gives a chance to translate what
happens in elites into personal
terms, to connect lessons to ideas
and eventa outside of class.

Maybe this all sounds too obvi-
ous. Doesn't everybody approve of
writing in school? It's like approv-
ing of motherhood.

But not everybody under-
stands. The most common miscon-
ception is that 'writing to learn'
interferes with n already

'crowded curriculm. 'I'm inter-
ested, but just don't have the
time,' rve heard a few teachers
say. Does this mean the teacher
'must' lecture from opening to
closing bell? When `wall-to-wall'
lecturers confess that their stu-
dents' performance falls short of
expectations, I recall Jim Bou-
ton's book about baseball mana-
gers: 'I managed Good But Boy,
Did They Play Bad'. If teachers
' teach good,' shouldn't students
' learn pod"?

Some teachers still believe
writing is for English classes only.
Despite evidence that informal
e nd ungraded writing promotes
learning, some believe every word

student writes must be cor-
rected and letter graded. Some
cannot grasp the difference be-
tween learning to write end writ-
ing to learn. Such beliefs, however
sincere, help neither teachers nor
students.

A few year, ego I spent day
sitting in high school classes
taught by teachers often praised
for their ability. I was struck by
the sameness of structure in every
class, regardless of the diecipline.
The teacher spoke, the students
listened and took notes. Occasion-
ally the teacher asked questions;
the more assertive students re-
sponded. Many students, I sus-
pected, went through the entire

day without one opportunity to re-
flect upon or in any way partici-
pate in the lemons.

In one class the teacher told me
that the day's leseon covered a
very difficult concept. He lectured
enthusiastically for the entire per-
iod. Did students now under-
stand? How could he know?

Whet would have happened
had he written the term on the
board and asked all students to
write their best definition, illus-
frating with an example from the
text, their imagination, or their
experience outside of school? Af-
terwards he might have had stu-
dents exchange writings seeking a
clearer meaning or correcting a
confusion. He might have called
on several students, using their
remarks es springboard for
further questians and yes
lecturing. He might have collected
all the writings NO responded
briefly to insights or questions,
perhaps bringing the most appro-
priate remark, back to -lass.

Of course, this takes time, par-
ticularly in responding to student
writing. But where letter grading
expedites a teacher's job, students
often remark how little the letter
grade tells them. Furthermore, a
letter grade is uaually s final step
in a lesson rather than part of the
dialogue of learning. 'Writing to
learn' is about dialogue.

Such opportunities for interac-
tion exist in any teaching and
learning situation, in and out of
school. After a soccer scrimmage
the coach, reedy to share his
notes, instead asked the players
to identify one thing they'd done
weIl. The players correctly identi-
fied the clever pan, the assist re-
sulting in goal, the strong defen-
rive move. Then the coach Liked
player, to identify one thing they
needed to do to improve. The play-
er, 10- and 11-year-old kids
provided many of the same ideas
the coech had in his notes. But
how different and bettor that they
saw it for themselves.

A mother started 'shared
notebook" with her teen-age son.
In the first entry she wrote her
wish to have more conversation
with him. On the next page he
wrote back that he'd give it a try.
And too for several months they
wrote thoughts and feelints that
had long gone unstated betweer.
them, improving their under-
standing of themselves and each
other.

An employer running a small
business wanted workers to note
reel and potential problems and
pose solutions. She provided a
notebook where workers jotted
their observations end ideas. The
quality of discussion improved, as
did relationships between owner

e nd employees who felt they had
common stake in the venture.

The coach, parent and em-
ployer may not be professional
teachers, but they are teaching
nonetheless. They realize intui-
tively that effective teaching and
learning begins with an under-
' tending of learning; as a process
and how language is part of that
process. A. an industry chief ex-
ecutive officer once told me, each
party has to believe the other has
something to say, and each has to
believe the other is listening.

The Midland Public Schoots
board of education is currently re-
viewing the elementary curricu-
lum. They ere considering shift-
ing from the current 'intermedi-
ate school' to "middle ;ochool"
structure and philown ny. They
are expanding 7,artnerf hip. with
business and industry. But all of
these worthy ventures miss the
point if classrooms continue to put
the students' voices on hold. They
e re little more then cosmetie
changes so long as the teacher
still sees him or herself as occupy-
ing the spotlight like a star perfor-
mer. 'Writing to learn" shifts a
teacher from center stage to the
wings, from lead singer to direc-
tor. The teacher is not less in
charge, but exercises different
kind of authority. The shift re-
quires risk-taking and humility.
It is worth the risk.

Lecturing is not necessan/y
bad, but lecturingonly is not good
enough. A lot has been spoken and
written about the need for @too
dents to develop skills in 'higher
order thinking' and 'critics)
thinking' and 'creative thinking,
A lot has been spoken end writtee
about the need for more dialogue
between teacher end student, and
the need for students to be 'active
learners.' How will this happen in
classrooms where for days and
weeks on end the dominant or
only language is the vsice of the
authority the teacher or texl
tbook (or guest speaker or film
narrator, etc.) and the silence of
students writing only the words
spoonfed to them?

'Writing to learn' can provide
students with regular and infok,
mal means of responding to let.-
tures, textbooks, labs, field worlt,
testa, apd to their own progress
and questions. 'Writing to learn"
can provide teachers with low-
stress and routine way to discovir
what every student in the room is
learninf or not learning. Most of
all, "wnting to learn' can engage
every student in active, coopera-
tive, creative and critical
thinking.

know of no other teachipg
0-, technique that can make this

t.) t.> claim.
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MCCC STAFF DEVELOPMENT:
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ROUECHE
(10-25-89)

This sernestes" s staff development program "EtecelloaceA College-Wide Canistitmear was lead by
Dr. John Roueche, a superior speaker, teacher, and national expert on college teadting. He obviously
practices wits he preaches. His presentation was extremely effectivefilled with many moving and
amusing anecdotes. Dr. Rouecbe covered many topics in his brief visit. The summary that follows
includes only a few highlights. Nonetheless, most of us can benefit from a review. It may jog tbe
memory of those who attended, and it will provide our part-tim* instructors with some of the crcellent,
thought-provoking ideas of that day. As you might suspect, I am particuloriy fond of his ideas about
writing in all courses.

KEYS TO SUCC ESSFUL TEACH ING
Dr. Roneche feels these are a few of the keys to successful teaching:

I) Siff HIGH STANDARDS: Do not complain about poor effort ie you have faded to set high
sandards from the sm.

2) MALT !DENTS AWARE THAT ATTENDANCE /3 THE BEST INDICATOR OF
(As Woody Allen says: "Showing up is 90 percent of success.") This is the minimum

commitm , of course, mendance wort: bot-a ways. The instructor must also stand. The first hour,
the first day, the first week are the most critical parts of the semester. Use the first hours completely,

actively. Pay attention to what is going on in the classroom.
Reduce distance in the classroom between you and your students. Greet students as they enter class. Some

instructors even stand is the door and shake hands with each student as be or sbe enters for the first time.

3) INCREASE WRITING INALL COURSES. This will improve mothdtion and part:Wiped= in the
class. It will end the illusion of "passive" learning. chaLIONIESuaildandisaluemse WITli
LAti(ibladdigaidigolaig._ Have them verbalize about what they are supposed to have
learned. MGM aimplemakiple-cimice ming. Only use maltiple choice if you con tie it in with some
prcblem-solving activity, some word problems which require more than rote memorization of someone

else' s answers. Increase ward palish:main all coolies Your ability to engage your students positively
and consistently is the main key to your success as a teacher. The more actively they are invoived, the
higher the learning curvethe greater the degree of critictl thinking that is taking place. Only the small
minority, tbe eiceptional few can lam passively. (See Profemor Morkers article cm page Bye for
more informatics on Mit aspect of Itrkiag to lora.)

4) GIVE HOMEWORK , and after you give it: collect it, read it, grade it, and revirn itpromptly.

3,`.1
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5) RESPONDING: 100 piercing of your stedasts Amid take part That should be your goal for the
week at least. EACH student should be involved and feel he or she is an important part of each class.

6) DO NOT ASK QUESTIONS THAT REQUIKE SIMPLE RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS.
Espeaally esriy in the semester. students should have every oppottunity to take part in discussions that

include a safe environment.

7) DO NOT iNTERRUPT OR ANTICIPATE WHEN A STUDENT IS ASKING A QUESTION.
Wait at least sews moot& for the students to respond to one of your questions.

to A MANDATORY ArnamaicE POLICY CAN CON 1RIB(TTE TO SUCCESSFUL
TEACHING . A number of colleges (Miami Dade among them) have college-wide attendance poaicies:

after fair abseaces, sodems are *opped from a course. The instructor calls the student the day he or
she misses. Counselors also call. This has not hurt enrollment: in fact, in many cases earollment
has doubled sine it began.

KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITY COLLEGES:

1) SCHOOLS MUST HAVE PLACEMENT. Tfilifignosimanastatary,_iiiii

Do not la students take college-level classes until they have a reasonable chance of success. Witkont
these madman staadards, y kave two resuka 1) HIGH ATTRITION beausse students
comsat do college-level work. ar 2) WATERED DOWN COURSES became modems mutt do
college-level work.
I-laving these requirements will NOT cause students to avoid your school. In fact, every school that has
these requirements has experienced increased enrollment, especially in sophomore level courses.
Having these developmental courses will not cost your college more money. You will receive tuition.
You will receive state funding. And most important of all. the procedure TEO allow your students to

I II I 1 ;Otte If 1111, I II I tol t.

&edema should not walyten in to developmemal worm Thq mu abo ten out of developmental
comes. Even the greatest teachers of all time (Christ. Buddha. (3handi) could not teach successfully in a
classroom where students have eighteen years of differences in language or mathematical skills.
So the of mandatory placement in developmental courses dooms both teachers and students to failure.

2) SCHOOLS SHOULD ALLOW NO LATE REGISTRATION. Late registration should be defined
as the week BEFORE classes begin. There is no place in the world of work for peczple who are late. If

t- " .1 /F.

during that crucial first week, first day. first hour..
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Winter Term 1990: Writing Fellows and Course Selections

lebisalts to all bosky who noniontad modest:
to reoe:w writin( Mow:hips far nezt swaestor.
You did agree job. Next semesters' Writing Fellows
will be an outstanding group--truly some of the best
students on campus.

We have examined their high school transaipts,
their ASSET, SAT, and Acr test scoreswhenever
possible. Each student has submitted a writing sample,
and each has been interviewed. As a result, I can safely

say we have an exceptional group of students who have

accepted our fellowship offer and have signed up for

254 Advanced Composition in the winter term.
FIIIKZ stelae of our mew famky and part-tine

faculty nay act be familia wkh oer Writing Center
and Writiag Fellows Program, I will briefly review
what ::: rae madams will be deli% nent amour. In
addition to working to improve their own writing skills
in their advanced composition class, each !cadent will
serve as a MCCC Writing Fellow. Writing Fellows

serve the college sad their fellow Seders is two
wills:

1) EalilinaliabletlEakiNIINStialhe
Wait gramierialheigieraisgAmillawitiab.
With last year 5 tad this plies Wtitiag . WOWS in the
lab next senesce:, writing tutors 11 be available more
than seventy boors a week. During theme eriway-pbs
boars. or Wrkiag Fellows ar e available to um
*ideate who are writingpapers for ay dew the
college offers. Students may drop in; they may call for

an appointment; or they may berefored to the
Wrking CeNter by one etoar intro:tors.

Most writing centers have a hard time attract* the
students who need help the most. For a variety of
reasons, many students will not seek the help they
need.

I

(The few wbo do use the writing center on their own
are quite often excellent students, but that is why they

are good student.s--they rue willing to do whatever they
must do to succeed.)

Nevertheless, our Writing Center in the LAL now
assists many more students because they must go to
the Writing Center to work wth their Writing Fellows.
That is where the Writing Felllows' second

responsibility comes into the picture:

2)Eitit_WitiNgiskimitolaigEll-19-Maelz
wiiiegk These classes come from every division
on campus. In tbe past two semesters we have worked
with drafting, nursing , anthropology, history,
philosophy, physics, political science, chemistry,
biology, and many more courses in a variety of
disciplines. The one thing each class has in common is
this: each uses formal writing assignments as part of
the course requirements.

The Writ* Fellows alkAt funky toga medals
ea task sumer aid keep them oat toot lamer. Each
time a paper is assigned, tbe instructor assigns two due
dates. When the first draft of the paper is collected , the
instructor gives these to his Writing Fellow. The
Writing Fellow reeds the first drafts and prepares a
written response to the draft. Then the studentgoes to
the Writing Center in the LAL to discuss and get back
his first draft. Oa the nand dee date (aermaly a
ample at weds later) each sedan 'abaft a
raised sealed draftaloag with the first draft aad
the Writiag Fellow's written cridque.

Tlds brings about sew:cal desirable remits:

1) facalkuatkranshassiundsolamrnm
his a ample et weeks wrftiar asdinuishiur
ber paper. No one is allowed to wait until the last
minute to write the paper.

(continued on the next page)
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santkiir_ficssiktt. They know this produces a
better effort, and newly all appreciate working with
fellow students.

3) The Writin2 Fellows improve their own writing

.akillS_WhilLEOrking.rglOtely2Pitb ether students,
4) ischspaiimijapiriaratilL
anshainitistinimamiztastawaralmost
Imicii&iLdisiplimi, They find themselves writing
more often and in a "vider variety of courses. This is
t he ideal situation. Some sthools now place a W" in
the schedule beside each course that has a writing
componekt. These writing-intensive courses are set

apart as something special. To be sure, writing can and
should drive and shirr learaing , but it is not something
reserved for a select few teachers in a minority of our
courses. Writing is sosastiisg risdases should ammo
to impact as a semi port air bora* ia all course&

Each time students complete a course which uses
%writing to drive the learning , they become more
comfortable with the medium. It becomes a normal
way of doing things. They realize that faculty who

*How and encourage them to work through the process
are interested in seeing them do well. This is especially
true when Writing Fellows or other classmates work
together to assess early efforts and allow
Improvements to be made before the final effort is
t raided. Like drama sr athletic cowl, fsaaky have
a reapombility to ride aad maim, the kers*
prooma Since mos faculty are too busy to become
?ersonally involved with each stage of tbe process, this
Is where classmates or Writing Fellows can help.

Each time sadems write ia the discipline', slowly
bat ler ely tie aid doable standard begias to
tlimake: writing is no longer seen as a skill reserved
for a few English teachers with unrealistically high
Standards.

-33-

I realize we and our students would be better served

if each writing tutor bad an advanced degree in
composition and twenty years of experience, but that is
not likely to happen here or anywhere else. So what is
tbe next best alternative? Should faculty cam the
entire load? Will they?

To be sure, even the best Writing Fellow is no
expert. From time to time, some will make mistakes
and Eli in poor advice along with the encouragement,
concern, and good advice they usually provide. Does
this mean our sudents are better served as they were in
the pastwith no guidance? Should evey assignment
be one shot, hit or miss, success or failure?

As I mentioned at the beginMng of this article, for

the past two semesters we have had some good students

who are willing to spend time helping other students

become better writers. Thrimaralsosairmagis
iaimistisiiiamtiziwitinaitsisispasur
wisigard-locsiga_lsaLdalightadisumatliaia
ash221.3thisititaillise.lewaiskincikapagnickl
applaud the administreion of MCCC for their supm.

However , if this madlem and ingestive
appro.& to writing in the discipline ir 'o matinee,
Me Mg haw the =tined ',ppm of the fill-time
aad part-time bosky. You can help assure our
continued success by doing two things:

1) IfjosipcLudimuidahnuthillgilriathi.
IMILIbELNALWEiting. CssicAibiLeatior
kiipLaitliz_bikaurAfticiammisahmastodsd.
2) Itmeakomumatourlaiimatacisiegaspis
LlEitifthilatiormorsini- We maY am have
enough to fill every requot, but we will never know

amil you Elk. itmougildiatilYritimEsim
plimikuruigagliegiwiWAILIgks

acazassmithasstaliStlialsiaBolirlay

csissaingt YitilingEilberigusamassit.
DialwiLLIWIAREI Moak' far all Your bele
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How to Use Writing to Learn in the Disciplines

-34-

by Dr. Robert Merkel

My colleagues are all the tune asking me: tiob. haw caa I use writing-acrowthe-cerrioalma techniquea
in my diacipiine, so I can be a really great professor %ern?"
So I have decided to share some of the techniques which I have used successfully these past couple of semesters:

1)
. j-

kat 12.&incalLaiglaiiigkormAutiatinsimitr
a) how to sing
b) how to use the semicolon
c) how to use a palette knife
d) how to speak in public
e) etc. (you get the idea).

. _ _ern _ey are seatt2) lizer.mausidssaaispiumusarammagsaccjuhrantsisiss Telt th
vents, hired to duplicate your lecture by virtue of their superior mentalities and writing abilities, to smuggle into
where ever for whatever . . . (you get the idea).

3) J_l '- _ I o-

'. '."`"_ t
rime*" If they get some righttell them. This helps them to think like a teacher instead of like a student. It
shows you how they think and how they have interpreted your lecture. And it gives you pxential questions for
future tests. This is time well spent for both teacher and student.

4) Hansaltraaftialgradhairs&apx_aitrimpauggigrAlaugua" . They CAll do this CAA of class. You
collect their formal products and scan them quickly, making a comment in one or two words: Neat. Good thinking.

iintymicia

a) the cortect spelling of terms you Ire currently using,
b) the correct order of a scientific series,
c) a compound (or a complex) sentence structure,
d) the correct working out of an algebra problem.

, '. ' d

Writang is tembly important--no doubt about it. I had been slighting this gambit until recently. and my students'
learning had suffered as a result.

I hope you'll employ some of these writing methods in your classes, and let me know what works for you.

3
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NEWSLETTER Of TM MONROE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM

Writing Fellows Begin Third Semester of
Service To MCCC Students

MCCC now has thirty-five Wnting Fellows. Ten students are in their third semester of service, and
twenty-five students have begun their first semester as Writing Fellows.

All thirty-five Wiiting Fellows arc available to tutor students from every course at MCCC. Each Writing
Fellow is available two hours a week in the Writing Center in the LAL. That means we can provide up to
seventy hours a week--if students will either drop in of makean appointment. Most, however, will not not
seek help on their own--no matter how badly they need help. Faculty members can help by sendinutuden4
to the Writing Center in the LAL If you have students who have writing problems.please require them to
bnng their work to the Writing Center: before the final draft is due. or to revise a draft you find
unacceptable,

MCCC Writing Fellows do more than work in the Writing Center in the LAL. Each Writing Fellow is
also assigned to a particular course (see the chart on page two). In these courses, they will read and respond
to the first draft of required papers. Students will receive a written commentary and will meet with the
Writing Fellow to discuss way.; to improve the first draft. The instructor will receive the first draft, the
Writing Fellow's written col .mentary, and the final draft of the writing assignment.

The numbers for this semester are as follows;
Number of Faculty Using Writing Fellows to

Work with Writing Assignments in Non-Writing Courses = 19
Number of Writing Fellows = 35
Number of Classes with Writing Fellows Assigned = 25
Students in Classes with Writing Fellows Assigned = 568
Hours Writing Fellows Are Available Each Week in

the Writing Center in the Learning Assistance Lab = 70
Njuriamikihr.strxices.atihr.syzilingEgilinsit Every teacher and every student

in every class at MCCC.
Bow Do Students Get Help with Their Writina? Call the LAL and make an appointment with a

Writing Fellow (ext. 278).
Bow Can Faculty Make Use of the Writing Fellows? Send students to the Writing Center in the LAL.

Give specific instructions about the help you wish the student to receive.

We have some talented people willing to help faculty and students do the best they are capable of
on every writing 3nignment. Whether we continue is up to you. As with almost anything worth
having, we must either mie it or lose it;

3 ',



MCCC Classes with Writing Fellows / Winter 1990

Class

152 Anthropology

151 Sociology

151 Sociology

Day/TLme instructor

T/TH 8-9:30 DeVries

MWF 10-11:00 DeVries

M/W 5:30-7:00 DeVries

152 Physics MWF 10-11:00 Spalding

252 Eng. Physics KWF 1-2:00 Spalding

256 Children's Llt. T/TH 11-12:30 Merkel

165 Basic Music for
Class. Teachers T/TH 9:30-11 Merkel

151 Intro. Education Tues. 2:30-4:00 Orwin

151 Intro. Education Thur. 2:30-4:00 Orwin

210 Nursing

210 Nursing

Tues. 1:30-3:30 Schramm

Tues. 1:30-3:30 (Meal

112 Cardiopulmonary
Pathophysiology MWF 11:30-12:30

151 Speech

252 Organic Chem.

151 Logic

T/TH 9:30-11:00

T/TH 5:30-7:00

MWF 10-11:00

152 West. Philosophy T/TH 9:30-11

206 Adm. and Office
Procedures MTWTH 10-11:00

151 Sociology T/TH 11-12:30

109 Nursing MW 10-11:00
8-10:00

114 Automotive
Instrumentation T/TH 9-12:00

252 Juvenile Delinci. MWF 11-12:00

152 College Algebra
and Trigonometry MWF 11-12:00

152 Mar. & Family T/TH 7:45-9:10
(Bedford)

Woltman

Leach

Hileman

Holladay

Holladay

-36-

WrItIna Fellatio

Ann Frost /Janette Stanton

Kristin Leathers

Eugene Moyer

Debbie Waltz

Charlene Littrell

Lisa Salisbury / Tim Hyatt

Robert Gable /Mollie Gonyea

Sus Vining/Vivian Walczesky

Melissa Steinman

Dawn Graves

Michelle Masserant

Dodie Strazzulla

Rose Voss / Elaine Bryson

Vivian Walczesky

Jeff Bock /Angela Manwaring

Rebecca Koepke / Joan Heck

Evangelinos Peggy Faunt

Leski

Brooke/
Eack

Kehrer

Davis

Harmon

Moyer

128 Drafting T/TH 1:35-5:00 Fink

Rose Matheny /Steve Sampson

Kristin Servey /Julie Frank

Rachael Beeler

Jason Breitner/Chris Nieswender

Grace Dyer / Rachael Mowen

Patricia Watkins

Robert Gable

151 Earth Science T/TH 9-10:30 Pettit Mark Scherer/Angela Heil/Edna Flood
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Monroe County Community College
Evaluation of the Writing Fellows Program

Fall 1989

During the far. semester 1989, thuteen MCCC classes had Writing Fellows assigned to assist their fellow

students with all major writing assignments. At th: end of the semester, students in these classes completed

a survey designel to evaluate their experiences with the Writing Fellows. The approva* rate is quite

encouraging. Nearly nine of every ten students found the experience he.pful or very helpful.

(Eleven of the thirteen classes filled out the survey.)

1) How helpful were the written comments on youunper?

41% Very Helpful (67 of 165)

46% Helpful (76 of 165)

13% Marginally Helpful (21 of 165)

less than 1% Not Helpful (1 of 165)

2) Pow helnful were your conferences with Writina Fellows;

(A few were unable ti., arrange conferences and had to rely on written comments.)

42% Very Helpful (61 of 148)

45% Helpful (67 cf 148)

13% Marginally Helpful (19 of 148)

less than 1% Not Helpful (1 of 148)

3) Check your overall rating of the Writing Fellows with whoa(' you worked,

43%

47%

9%

less than 1%

Very Helpful

Helpful

Marginally Helpful

Not Helpful

I ad 1 1

(7C of 161)

(76 of 161)

(14 of 161)
0 C.1)

40%

53%

7%

less than 1%

Very Helpful (62 of 157)

Helpful (83 of 157)

Marginally Helpful (11 of 157)

Not Helpful (I of 157)
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Monroe County Community College
Evaluation of the Writing Fellows Program
Fall 1989

During the fall semester 1989. thirteen MCCC classes had Wnung Fellows assigned to assist their fellow

students with all major writing assignments. At the end of the semester, students in these classes completed

a _arvey designed to evaluate their experiences with the Writing Fellows. The approval rate is quite

encouraging. Nearly nine of every ten students found the experience helpful or very helpful.

(Eleven of the thirteen classes filled out the survey.)

1) to I I I I I 1 11 it I II I, t o

41%

46%

13%

less than 1%

Very Helpful (67 of 165)

Helpful (76 of 165)

Marginally Helpful (21 of 165)

Not Helpful (1 of 165)

2) HOW helpful were your conferences with Writing Fellows;

(A few were unable to arrange conferences and had to rely on written comments.)

42% Very Helpful (61 of 148)
45% Helpie (67 of 148)

13% Marginally Helpful (19 of 148)

less than 1% Not Helpful (1 of 148)

3) Check your overall rating of the Writing Famo with whom you worked,

43%

47%

9%

less than 1%

4) I . I

Very Helpful (70 of 161)

Helpful (76 of 161)

Marginally Helpful (14 of 161)

Not Helpful (1 of 161)

0: 0 I I I I 4 I '

Eellosaja2tittIla

40%

53%

7%

less than 1%

Very Helpful (62 of 157)

Helpful (83 of 157)

Marginally Helpful (11 of 157)

Not Helpful (1 of 157)

4::
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Student Comments on Their Experiences with MCCC Writintiellm

When given the opportun;Al to evaluate their experiences, nearly every student
had good things to say about his or her Writing Fellows:

"I probably wouldn't have asked for their help, but I am glad that we had to use them because it hfped ."

"I feel use of the Writing Fellows should be required in all classes where papers will be written."

"Thank you for your time, Writing Fellows."

"The program is wonderful, and it has become much more publicized this semester."

"Her encouragement and the fact that she liked my paper made me want to make the paper even better.'

"To have things written about your paper is good, but actually discussing it and mulling over ways to fix it is

exceptional!"

"This should be mandatory for freshmen--to let them know of the help that is out there!"

"If I am having trouble on any of my papers in the future, I will definitely consider showing it to a Writing Fellow so that

he or she may try and help me."

"They are a credit to the college and they should continue."

"She showed me what I needed to make my papers complete."

"Very well organized. A great program. The time was very well spent."

"She made her advice very positive."

"Congratulations to all of you who are involved in the Writing Fellows program. I am sure you have already li...lped

many students at MCCC, including me. Whether the majority realize it or not, we can all use a little help. Thanks again."

"I felt more positive about writing my papers knowing an unbiased person would be checking it over before my

Instructor."

"I liked the overall evaluation sheet they gave out."

"The conferences helped me to understand what I did not understand."

"She is very cooperative and open to discussion and compromise marding writing styles. She is very likeable, friendly,

enthusiastic, and well-educated. She gave much positive feedback."

Faculty Members' Comments on Working with Writing Fellows:

"It is a good way to keep the students on a time schedule. They are forced to make my assignments a priority. The

experience has also forced me to 'tighten up' my writing assignments. The papers are neater, tighter, and they avoid the

more egregious language errors."

"My WF went out of her way to establish meeting times at the convenience of the students."

"She showed a great deal of flexibility in dealing with students who needed more time."

"Students get the signal: 'Your professor considers your writing to be very important. Act accordingly.' They do."
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WF *1 WI 42

10600-11:00 Rachael Mowen_/ Carl Boister___,

9:30-10:30

10:00-11:00

10:30-11:30

Angela Manwaring___/

Rachael Mown./

Angela Manwaring___/

MUM=

Carl Bolster___/

1100-12:00 Rose hatheny__/ Timothy Hyatt__/ 11:00-12:00 Rose Matheny___/ Jason Breitner__/

11:30-12:30 Angela Heil__/ Elaine Lemley_/ 11:30-12:30 Robert Gable___/

1200- 1:00 Timothy Hyatt__/ 12:00-1:00 Jeff Bock___/ Jason Breitner__/

12:30- 1:30 Jett HOCk_/ Elaine Lemley___/ 12:30-1:30 Robert Gable___/

100- 2:00 Grace Dyer_/ Kristin Servey___/ 100-2:00 Grace Dyer_/

2:00- 3:00 Kristin Servey__/ Rachael Beeler / 2:00-3:00 Rachel Beeler___/

3:00- 4:00 3:00-4:00

400- 5:00 =LIM
5:00- 6:00 Join HOCk / 9:30-10:30 Rose Voss__/

6:00- 7:00 Joan HOCk___/ 1030-11:30 Rebecca Koepke___/ Sue Vining /

1111301a 11:00-12:00 Eugene Moye:_/ Vivian Walczesky__,

9:30-10:30 Bse Voss__/ 11:30-12:30 Nark Scherer__/ Sue Vining___/

10:00-11:00 Debbie Waltz / 12:00-1:00 Hollie Gonyea_/ Dawn M. Oraves_/

10:30-11130 Kristin Leathers_/ Rebecca Koepke___/ 12:30-1:30 Janette Stanton__/

1100-12:00 Debbie Waltz / Julie Frank / 1230-230 Edna Flood_/

1130-12:30 KristIn Leathers_/ Mark Scherer___/ 3:00-4:00 Chris Nieswender__/

12:00-1:00 Hollie Gonyea_/ Dawn M. Graves_,' ZEIDIA

12:30-1:30 Eugene Moyer_/ Michelle Masserant_, Janette Stanton__/ 10:00-11:00 Steve Sampson_/ Julie Frank___/

1:30-2:30 Maseerant_/ 11:00-12:00 Steve Sampson_/ Lisa Salisbury___/

3:00-4:00 Chr. wieswerder___/ Ann Frost / 11:30-12:30 Angela Heil__/

400-5:00 Vivian Walczesky___/ Ann Frost__/ Salmalia

5:00-6:00 Melissa Steinman___/ 9:00-10:00 Dodie Strazzulia___/

6:00-7:00 Melissa Steinman___/ 10:00-11:00 Docile Strazzulla___/

11:00-12:00

12:00-1:00
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NEWSLETTER OF THE MONROE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM

Writing for Survival
(VHS Video / Now in MCCC LRC Collection)
28 minutes (VC 862)

The following is synopsis of a recent video purchased by MCCC. I heartily recommend this program to our
facultyespecially to those who are teaching students planning to become engineers, chemists, computer
programmers, and technicians. You will do yourself and your students a service if you show and discuss

this program. It provides an important message for all of our future graduates.

Synopsis:
The program begins with Katherine Beuler, a fourth-semester student in mechanical engineering at Chico
State, California, telling of her experiences as an engineering trainee.

She says she quickly discovered that "to my astonishment, one of the primary things I was called upon to do

was to write: proposals, cost estimates, contracts, inter-office memos, specifications, and final reports.. ..
Writing and communication were often more important than the mere design work." All of the experienced
people she came into contact with told her that speaking and writing skills were absolutely essential
engineering tools.

Interviews with a varitey of professionals in technical fields illustrate the importance of writing and

communication to success in these technical fields.

1) Diamcsdiar,Ileshallicallpgingla "I do a lot of writing in my work." He explains that most of his
work involves gathering information and then reducing that information into reports. "Fifty or sixty percent

of my time is spent in writing. It could be reports, letters, inter-company memos."

2) Maugaligaz.AgEicauragesarigiga: "About fifty percent of my
time is devoted to writing."

3) Jim Trudeau. Computer Programmer Analys(: "I write a tremendous number of management
reports. ... I spend between fifty and seventy percent of my time vi ' ng."

4) Adrian Borgias. Chemiii. Dent. of Enpjneerine Research: "I spend probably sixty percent of my
time writing while I am out in the field, and nearly eighty percent of my time writing while I am in the

office. ft

d P.
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These_technicians and engineers describe in some detail how critically imoortant writinn has hem
to their careers;

"Being able to get your thoughts down clearly on paper will take you a long way."

"Writing is extremely important in a company as large as this one. It is the only way to communicate
with your fellow workers. More importantly, it's the only way to communicate to your superiors what you

are doing."

"I can think of untold examples of brilliant electrical engineers, geniuses in their field who are literally
useless because all that wonderful intellect they possess could not be communicated effectively to

anybody."

"People judge you by what they see that you have written."

"The challenge of an engineer is information overload... . You end up with more information than you
can handle. The challenge is to take that information and reduce it down to something that is readable,

usable, and not just an overload. They key is putting it out in a simple report that is simple to read and gets

your information across."

"I cannot over-stress the value of the ability to write clearly and to write quickly."

"Most engineers in their schooling rarely write. And whenever they get the opportunity, they hide from

it. Get in the middle of it. Try it. Every bit of writing you do is practice, and every time you do it, you will

be better at it"

Each Technician and Engineer Tells What He or She Thinks Is Most Important:

1) Know Your Subject,
2) (now Your Purpose,
3) Know Your Audience,
4) Dtvelop_a_Flexible Stile and Application: Divorce Yourself from Your Product.

Jim Trudeau, Computer Programmer Analyst:
"Your ability to write and speak clearly and precisely means everything. . . . You are

all working very hard at your math and your physics. I hate to be the one to tell you, but
they will not help you a whole lot down the road. They won't make or break you on a daily
basis. Your ability to communicate a thought both orally and in written form will
determine just how successful you are--will determine your level of survival."

4 7
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Writing-to-Learn and Critical Thinking Strategies

Below are a few simple techniques that will help develop and improve your
students' critical thinking and writing skills. They can be used effectively with
almost any subject. Writing-to-Learn activities are at least as valuable as the
traditional formal writing assignments: essays and research papers.
1) Begin class by writing the "question of the day" on the boardhave
students spend four or five minutes becoming engaged with the topic. Or ask
students to provide the question of the day based on their reading--or on the last

class.

2) Have students start class by summarizing what the class did last
time. This, at the very least, gets them calmed down and on task. But it also
requires students to go to the next level of thinking beyond note taking. They
must begin to make their own choices and decisions about what is important.

3) Have students write on one of these: What is the main point of last
night's assignment? What are we going to do today? What should
we cover today?
To answer these questions, students must begin to think, to pull out ideas--from
their own mindsnot mindlessly copy what any tape recorder could provide.

4) Always write after using film or AV materials. This works best if
you are prepared with study questions to follow the film. If this is not possible,
then have students summarize the main point or points of what they have just
seen--even if they did take notes. Taking notes is passivefinding the main points
requires critical thinking.

5) Stop in the middle of class and ask students to summarize the class
up to now, or predict what is to come in the last half of class, or
what is to come tomorrow.

THE BEST PART OF ALL OF THESE ACTIVITIES IS THAT YOU DO NOT GRADE
OR EVEN NECESSARILY READ THESE ASSIGNMENTS. YOU DON'T GRADE

EVERY READING ASSIGNMENT. WHY SHOULD YOU FEEL COMPELLED TO GRADE

EVERY WRITING ASSIGNMENT') THE BENEFIT IS IN THEIR WRITINGNOT IN

YOUR READING OR GRADING IT,

WRITING-TO-LEARN ACTIVITIES WILL HELP YOUR STUDENTS THINK MORE

DEEPLY, MORE CRITICALLY. (YOU MAY WANT TO HAVE STUDENTS KEEP A

SEPARATE NOTEBOOK IN WHICH TO DO THESE IN-CLASS WRITING ASSIGNMENTS.

YOU CAN COLLECT IT AT SOME POINT AND EVALUATE ITif you feel this is necessary

to motivate your students to give this their best effort.)
4
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Word Processing at MCCC. Observations and Questions
by Dr. John Holladay

The Wnting Fellows have been very busy lately. Walk by the LAL sometime. You will almost
certainly see several students working one-on-one with each other to master a wide variety of subjects.
It's that time of the semester: mid-term. and many writing assignments are due shortly. This is a busy

rime for students and faculty.
Debbie Waltz, Wnting Fellow for the 152 Physics class, describes her experiences with her first set

of papers: "The students were great--fnendly, receptive, intelligent. I really enjoyed working with
them, but never dreamed it would be so time consuming preparing their papers. I think I averaged 45
minutes to an hour for each one. At first I thought I was doing it wrong, but the students seemed to be
happy with my work. Some of them were surprised to see their comment sheet typed, but I thought I
should: after all. Mr. Spalding was insisting their reports be pnnted on the computer, so I felt I should
print mine too. This is how I critiqued the papers: I read the paper through to grasp the general concepts
and organization, only making obvious comments as I read. Then I reread it slowly and wrote down
comments (circled or underlined or used question marks) on the paper while at the same time writing
notes down about the problems and corrections on a sheet of paper. I reread the paper again: this nme
matching my notes to the paper as I read to ensure my comments made sense, were accurate, and held a
positive tone. I followed this process for all the ones I needed the next day, and then I began to type the

notes onto the official comment form. Now I have a copy of the notes I gave to the students for my own
records. This physics class is intelligent, and they like to think. What I found really neat was the way
three of the students helped me understand their topic. As they explained their concepts to me, they
drew picturesnght there on their reports--to illustrate them."

Thanks Debbie. Something very good is taking place here: I wonder how many of us would be

willing or able to devote this much time to the learning and writing process.
Another observation: be advised that our Writing Fellows have learned to use the Appleworks word

processing programs which are available in the library and in the Learning Assistance Lab. If you have
wriiing assignments, encourage your students to take the time to learn to use the word processing

programs. In two hours or less, most students can learn to use Appleworks. After one or two
assignments, they will be very comfortable with the program. The ability to use a word processing
program will =ally enhance their ability and their willingness to revise and edit their work,

Editorial Ouestion: Writing Fellows are eager to teach other students to use t!.e computers.

Many of our faculty are ready and eager to make wider use of computers. In the example above,

Professor Spalding requires his papers to be processed on the computer. But MCCC's supply of
computers is extremely limited. MCCC has nearly three thousand students, and we have seven
computers on campus to which students have open access: two in the library and five in the LAL that

can word process. I know at least two committees are now studying the situation, but why are we so far

behind most other colleges? How long will this process take? Our students and faculty need

computers nial
4 1,



How to Write al Poem
by Dr. Robert Merkel

Years ago I came to an emotional and philosophical crossroads in my life. I had to

decide whether I would be a lambada dancer or the world's first perfect teacher. Luckily
(for you) I chose the latter because now I can share with you my recipe for writing a
poem. Here then is my secret.

How to Build a Fine Poem
1. Start with an emotional experience. Recollect it in a moment of tranquility.
2. Choose those appropriate words which will help you reconstruct the experience. Use

phrases, and clauses too if the words seem right.
3. Arrange your words, phrases, and clauses in a logical order. Don't strain or worry--

use your instincts.
4. Add verbs. Polish it. Sleep on it. Change it as you deem appropriate.
5. Format it. How does it look best? Play with various arrangements.
6. Type it.

If it sells, remember it is polite tradition to send most of the profits to your teacher

(me), and if it does not--but it is really good--give it to me or to Dr. Holladay for
consideration for jmages (MCCC's literary arts magarine). The deadline for this year's
issue is fast approaching: March 1.
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For Your
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Editor Dr John Holladay
NEWSLETTER OF THE MONROE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM

Why All Students in a Writing Fellow Course
Must Participate in the Process

by John Holladay

In the fall of 1982 at Brown University, Tori Haring-Smith established the first Writing
Fellows program in this country. By the fall of 1989, according to a recent article by Haring-
Smith, their undergraduate peer tutor program now serves over 2500 students annually. She says
that with the help of 80 Writing Fellows at Brown: "Students acquire a crucial skill: the ability
to improve their writing by revising it with the help ofa colleague."

MCCC's Writing Fellow program is patterned after the one at Brown University. This
semester we have 35 Writing Fellows working with over 500 students. Unlike those at Brown,
our Writing Fellows also work a combined total of seventy hours a week in the Writing Center in
the LAL. Here they are available to work with the writing assignments of any student in any
course on campus.

One way our program is similar to the one at Brown University is that we want every student
in a Writing Fellow class to work through the process by revising the first draft of each paper
with the counsel of a Writing Fellow. Tori Haring-Smith says about the Brown program:

"Every paper written by every student in a Writing Fellow course is first submitted to the
student's Writing Fellow, who comments on it in writing. The papers with these comments are
then returned to the students who must revise them before submitting both versions (the original
with the tutor's comments and the revision) to the faculty member in charge of the course.
Although students are not required to follow the Writing Fellow's suggestions as they rework
their papers, a students in the course must participate and must revise their work. This.zgirais
designedto combat the students' belig_that revision is uunishment meted out to poor writers,

1.1 1'1:1 I '-4t, 4;l I I I t III 110 '40 41 A 11A I IC I

writing (even "passable" writingl can be improved."
This, I am convinced, is the key to a successful Writing Fellows, Writing-to-Learn Program.

We all need to work through the process. Writing is an extremely recursive process, and every
writer, weak or strong, should come to see revision as an integral part of the writing process. I
agree with Haring-Smith. Surely our students, like those at Brown, will benefit from working
through the process. Yes, even "passable" writing can be improved, and to be asked to do so
must not to be seen as "a punishment meted out to poor writers."

Our students, like those at Brown, are never required to follow the Writing Fellows'
suggestions as they rework their papers. Nevertheless, since good writing is almost never a

linear process, we will continue to encourage total participation by all students involved in the
process across the curriculum. That is the message we wish to deliver with MCCC's Writing
Fellows, Writing-Across-the-Curriculum Program.
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Writing Fellows Write
A Writing Fellow's Pay

by RoseMarie Voss / Writing Fellow: Winter and Fall 1989, Winter 1990

When I was first recommended as a Writing Fellow, I was not really sure I was up to the cha" -lige.
I did not consider myself a wri:_.. I was told of all the benefits of being a fellow: prestige,
recognition, experience, pay, credibility, and resume dressing. The thought of being paid to take a

class was great, and everyone likes to be recognized for something positive and prestigious, but I
wo ,ered how anyone reading a resume would understand what a Writing Fellow was since it is a
relatively new position. Then I reasoned it would be a great conversational strategy if the interviewer
were unfamiliar with this new tutorial role. So I wrote my autobiography, had my interview with Dr.
Holladay, and I was accepted.

Later that semester, when the papers started coming in, I wondered if it was all worth it . I had 12

credit hours of school work, a home, two children, a number of community aixi church committees, as
well as throngs of student papers to critique. I worked hard ... very hard!

But there was something special about that class. It was not just 25 strangers in a room for a couple
of hours a day, a few days a week, taldng notes and quizzes. It was a group of friends working,
learning, and growing together. We shared our fears, smuggles, experiences, and achievements with
our mentor and each other. Becoming a fellow was by far one of the most important and rewarding
decisions I have made.

When we all got together at the end-of-the-semester pot-luck luncheon to receive our checks, Dr.
Holladay asked if we would like to continue as fellows for the up-coming semester. Everyone took a
moment to reflect on the demanding semester we had just survived. Nevertheless, all fellows who

were returning to MCCC also returned as Writing Fellows.
I am now in my third semester as a Wrifing Fellow, and the rewards are still adding up. This class

taught me how to tutor others, gained me prestige among the staff, recognition with other students as a
caring helper, experience in working with others, money, and credibility as a knowledgeable student.
As far as my concern about whether an interviewer would appreciate what a Writing Fellow is, I found
out last week.

I added to my job packet in the Placement Office the Writing Fellows Certificate Dr. Holladay
presented to us at the end of the semester.. When I went for an interview, the head of the engineering

deparmient asked me to tell him a little about myself as he glanced through my credentials. I began to
explain my present status in school, and he turned to my Writing Fellows Certificate. He interrupted
me and said: "Oh yes, she's the one who is going to write all the reports to the main office for us!" I
answered, "I'd be happy to!"

I will not know if I was chosen for the position for a while yet. The important thing is that being a
fellow is all that it is cracked up to be, delivering all it promised--and then some.

Yes! Being a Writing Fellow definitely pays!

52
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Writing Fellows Write

Where Will I Sit?
by Grace Dyer / Writing Fellow: Winter 1990
A Dramatic Monologue: Thursday, March 15, 1990

As I wait for my appointment to arrive, I look around the LAL. It has become a very
busy place. Every table is full with tutors and tutees. Some tables have a sign with the
tutor's name displayed. I know these are the Writing Fellows. Even the computers are
all being used today. Papers must be due in some classes.

It was never this busy when I first began working here. I started several semesters ago
as a chemistry tutor, and I never had a problem finding a place to tutor a student who
came for help. If my appointment comes in now, where am I going to sit? I notice some
Writing Fellows are sharing a table, and both are tutoring students at the same table.

Someone is sitting at the desk answering the phune and making more appointments. If
this keeps up, the college will have to expand the LAL.

I see an instructor tutoring at one table. Students are sitting in the waiting area--
patiently waiting to see the tutors with whom they have appointments.

I cannot believe it! The LAL is actuallyiull! Where will I sit when my appointment
arrives?

Two students finish their tutoring sessions and leave. Two of the students who have
been wa;tirig sign in and move to tables with their tutors.

Guess iho just walked in the door--my appointment. Where will I sit? The only
places left arc the two chairs in the waiting area. I ask the student to sign in, and I ask
him to sit in the waiting area. "I will be right with you," I tell nim.

Picking up his paper and my written evaluation, I quickly glance around. All the
tables are still full.

I guess I will sit in the waiting area and discuss the paper. The session goes well. The
student is very recepdve. He does not mind at all that we are sitting in the waiting area.
He even says he wants to bring his paper back after completing the revisions. 1 guess it
really does not mater where you sit as long as you get the lob done.
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Assessment of Writing Assignments ,...._.>,
The final two pages of this issue include a two-page assessment instrument for writing

assignments. If you use writing assignments in any of your courses, you may benefit
from knowing more about how well your students understand your assignments. We
hope this assessment instrument will give you the opportunity to do just that. If you

think these two pages might elicit information you would like to have, please detach these

pages and have graphic arts make enough copies for your students.
Professor Jim De Vries suggested we create such an evaluation instrument for classes

working with Writing Fellows. We did so this semester. Several faculty members
contributed to the wrsion we are now using. The form on pages five and six of this issue
has been revised slightly so that it can be used with any .:lass.

This evaluation is for your use and for your eyes only. After your students complete
the evaluation, you are free to use the information in any way you choose. You may get
some helpful feedback that will allow you to design better assignments in the future.
Unless you choose to share the results, no one else will read the evaluations.

See Pa es 5 end 6

Writing Policy Statements

If you are preparing course policies for next semester, please consider including one

of the writing policy statements distributed to all faculty last month. To your list of

choices, we would like to add this revised statemer, nrepared by Professor Robert Leski:

"Your papers will be graded both on careful fulfillment of the assignment And on

compositi tal accuracy. Just as inaccurate facts disrupt communication, so does

inaccurate English. Employers and universities will xpect you to think and write

correctly. Poor writing, misspellings, grammatical errors, lark of thoughtful

organization, and pointless slang represent you badly."

5 1



Student Assessment of Writing Assignments

Course Name and Number

Asagnment #1:

Was this assignment clear?

Yes, Very Clear / Okay, in Most Respects / No, Not Very Clear

If you had trouble understanding the assignment, why? What things might be done to make the assignment

more e:sily understood?

Directions should include the following:

more about the intended audience,

more about what documen.ation is expected,

more about the sources to be used,

more about the organization of the paper,

more about the specific goals of the paper.

What about the length of the paper? Considering the nature of the assignment, was the paper too long, too

short, or an appropriate length?

Are the library resources at MCCC adequate for this assignment?

Other ways the assignment might be improved include these:

(If this course had more than one wnung assignment, please fill out the other side.)

J 0



Course Name and Number

Assignment #2:

Was this assignment clear"'

Yes, Very Clear / Okay, in Most Respects / No, Not Very Clear

If you had trouble understanding the assignment, why? What things might be done to make the

assignment more easily understood?

Directions should include the following:

more about the intended audience,

more about what documentation is expected,

more about the sources to be used,

more about the organization of the paper,

more about the specific guals of the paper.

What about the length of the paper? Considering the nature of the assignment, was the paper too long, too

short, or an appropriate length?

Are the library resources at MCCC adequate for this assignment?

Other ways the assignment might be improved include these:

(If this cours.:-, 4au more than one wnung assignment, please fill out the other side.)

5 C
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Writing Across the Curriculum: "What's In It for Me?"
Pragniatizas say we should ealuate deeds, not

words, and judge ideas by how they work, rather than
by how well they look on paper.

Many sadder-but-wiser people have failed to follow
this advice when considering the development of a
writing-across-the-curriculum program. They learned
the hard way what David Russel's research revealed:
"Revival meeting or consciousness-raising efforts,
however useful as springboards, cannot se:!-.ii interest
after founders have gone...WAC must he part of an
institution-wide plan with realistic goals and clear steps
marked out toward them."

So, you ask, "What's the solution? How do we add
writing across the curriculum without becoming
composition teachers and burying ourselves in an
avalanche of paper grading?"

The simple approach is often the best. I think
Monroe County Community College (MCCC) has de-
veloped a program that works. And it works for
everyone involved, students and faculty.

MCCC had the "useful springboards"retreats,
workshops, seminars. They were interesting and
helpful, but not absolutely necessary. These sessions
encouraged faculty in the disciplines to develop non-
graded, writing-to-learn activities. However, we have
taken our WAC approach one important step beyond
the workshop stage. When our instructors decide to
transform the expressive, exploratory writing activities
into transactional, graded writing, we offer them
assistance. This, after all, is the part of the process that
instructors find most frustratingevaluating hastily
prepared, poorly conceived, last-minute writing.

We have a way to Improve the quality of instruction
without placing a heavy burden on our faculty. We
have no panacea, but we do offer valuable assistance at
a crucial point in the writing process

Writing Fellows Program
MCCC has brought the Writing Fellows program

which began a few years ago at Brown Universityto
our campus. Here, very briefly, is how It works.

We have an advanced composition classopen to
only a few of our best students These students, good

writers before taking the class, spend a semester becom-
lig better writers and becoming writing consultants for
their fellow students. These writing fellows work in a
writing centeravailable to all students in all courses
on campusand each is also assigned to work with
students in one class across the disciplines. For this
assigned class, our writing fellows look at the early
drafts of students' themes. They take each paper home,
prepare a written commentary, and meet with the
student writer to discuss the first draft. After that, the
student writer has the opportunity to revise the draft
and submit both drafts and the writing fellows' com-
mentary to the instructor. Everyone in the "fellowed"
classes must participate.

Last semester our "fellowed" classes included:
Nursing Seminar, Political Science, Geometrical Draft-
ing, Engineering Physics, Organic Chemistry, Respira-
tory Therapy, Logic, Western Philosophy, Basic Music
for Classroom Teachers, General Physics, Children's
Literature, Speech, Exploring Teaching, Poetry and
Drama, Art History, Sociology, and Psychology. The
instructors for these classes knew they were getting a
second draft that had received the attention of a capable
and concerned student tutor. (Instructors for other
classes were also encouraged to require students to take
first drafts to the Writing Center.) At the end of the
year, we surveyed the students and faculty involved
with the Writing Fellows Program.

Evaluation: Students With Writing Fellows
More than 97 percent of these students found their

work with the writing fellows to be helpful. When you
consider that these students were required to do more
than students might have done in past semesters (write
two drafts of each paper and meet with their writing
fellows to discuss each), the approval rate is encourag-
ing.

Sortie of the comments from these surveys are
revealing: "I was pleased to find at MCCC the individ-
ual attention given to the students." "It helps to get an
unbiased opinion of one's work before the professor
sees it." "It is helpful to know that I had somewhere to
go to get help with questions and problems."

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR STAFF AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (NISOD)
Community College Leadership Program, The University of lexas at Austin
EDB 348, Austin, Texas 78712 r
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Evaluation: Faculty Working With Writing Fellows
The faculty were pleased with the work of their

writing fellows. Oyer 80 percent felt the papers they
received were better than those submitted in compa-
rable classes without a writing fellow. One faculty
member summed it up "Students are learning to focus
on the complexities of the writing process. They are
learning not to be contela with one draft. More real
learning is taking place."

Perhaps most noteworthy of all were the numerous
comments by faculty who said they had initiated or
expanded their use of wnting solely because of the
availability of the writing fellows. For example, one
faculty member said: "Rarely have I required writing
in this course. The two assignments this term were
central to the goals of the course. I plan to make these
assignments standard from now on. Regular daily
writing will increase in all my classes."

Evaluation: Writing Fellows' Experiences
The writing fellows benefit the mostand they

know it. Each writing fellow spends two hours a week
in the writing center and is also assigned to work with
up to 20 students in one course. At the end of the
semester, each writing fellow receives a $200 fellow-
ship grant. Frankly, if calculated on an hourly basis,
the money is a small incentive. Other major incentives
come in the form of academic credentials, campus
recognition, and their own eagerness to learn and to
help others learn. These students also enjoy working
closely with faculty members.

In conclusion, if a faculty member or student on our
campus wants to know "What's in it for rne the
answer is this: "We offer something for everyone."
Faculty members are pleased that their adents get
feedback at an important time in the writing process,
when it really mattersbefore a grade ends the proc-
ess. Faculty are also delighted to know they will not be
reading last-minute efforts. And, of course, students
are wise enough to know that, even though this does
not guarantee success, it does help them write the best
paper they are capable of writing.

John Hoiladay, Instructor, Humanities & Social Sciences

For further information, cor.tact the author t Monroe
County Community College, 1555 Suuth Raisinville
Road, Monroe, MI 48161
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